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Software inspection is a technical evaluation process for finding and 

removing defects in requirements. design. code and tests. Software 
irispections have been used by a wide variety of organizations for 
improving software quality and productivity since their original 
introduction at IBM. The Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL). California 
institute of Technology, tailored Fagan's original process of software 
inspections to conform to JPL software development environment in 

1987. However. the fundamental rules of the Fagan inspection 
process were adhered-to. 

Detailed data was collected du?ng the first three years of experience 
at JPL on 203 inspections. Statistics are discussed for thfs set of 
inspections. Included. on a per inspectton basis, are averages of; staff 
tlme expended, pages covered. major defects found. minor defects 



found and hpectlon team sizc. The inspection team size art& from 
three to eight participants with the JPL Product Assurance 
Organization providing most of the moderators. 

Analysis, of variance (alpha = 0.05) showed a significantly higher 
density of defects during requirements inspections. It was also 
observed, that the defect densities found decreased exponentidly as 
the m r k  products approached the coding phase. 

Increasing the pace of the inspection meetlng decreased the density 
of defects found. This relationship was obstrnd to hold for both 
major and minor defect densities. although it was more pronounced 
for minor defects. 

This paper provides guidelines for conducting successful software 
inspections based upon three years of JPL ~xperienct. Readers 
interested in the practical and research fmpifcatfons of software 
inspections should flnd this p a p  helpful. 

INTRODUCTION 

This paper describes an analysis of factors influencing the defect 
density of products undergoing software inspections. Software 
intensive projects at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) require a 
high level of quality. JPL. a part of the California Institute of 
Technology. is funded by NASA to conduct its unmatined 
interplanetary space program. Software inspections were introduced 
at JPL In 1987 to imp- so- q d t y  by det~cting m r s  as early 
in the dewlopmental Uceycle as possible. 

Software Inspections are detailed technical r d e w s  performed on 
intermediate enginetring products. They arc carried out by a small 
group of peers from organizations having a vested interest in the wort 
product. The basic process is highly structural and consists of six 
consecutive steps: planning, overview, preparation, lnspcction 



meeting, rework and follow-up. The inspection process is controlled 
and monitored through rneMcs and checklists. One of the best 
fundamental descriptions of this process is Fagan's original article 
[Fagan. 19761. 

JPL tailored Fagan's original process to improve the quality of the 
following technical products of a s o h a r e  intensive system: Software 
Requirements. Architectural Design, Detail Design. S o u m  Code. Test 
Plans. and Test Procedures. For each of these types of products a 
checklist was tailored for JPL's application domain. standards and 
software development environment. Supplemental tailoring included 
the addition of a "third hour" step to Fagan's proeess. The "third hour" 
step was flrst discussed by Gflb [Gflb, 19871. JPL's "third hour" step 
includes time for team members to discuss problem solutions and 
clear-up open issues raised in the inspection meeting. Other tailoring 
included substantial use of Software Product Assurance personnel as 
inspection moderators. a JPL speclfic training program, and new data 
collection forms. 

The analysis of defect densities from inspections was performed for 
the purpose of 1) ensurlng thzt the conditions of a quality inspection 
are being met by JPL inspections. 2) verltjmg previous research 
findings on inspections and 3) understanding the factors which 
inauence inspection results. It was expected that the results would 
agree with previous findings on inspections. but due to slight 
variations in the variables collected. some differences werc observed. 

Data was collected on 203 inspections performed on five software 
intensive projects at JPL. Practically all inspection team members 
werc trained in a m e  and a half day course on formal inspections 
[Kelly. 19871. Software Product Assurance supplied 70% of the 
moderators. The inspections took place between February 1987 and 
April 1990. Although the projects used Ada, C and Slmula, only 16% 



were performed on code. Table 1 shows the types of inspections 
performed in thls study and the sample size for each type. 

The data included in this study was recorded on the "Formal 
Inspection Detailed Report" and "Inspection Summary Report" forms 
[Appendix 1 and 21. Each InspecUon produced a complete set of 
forms indicated in the process diagram [Flgure 11. This informatron 
was placed into a database and monitored. Occasionally. the chief 
moderator would contact the inspection moderator when reports 
were abnormal. This was done to provide feedback for inspectlons 
which were experiencing difflculUes. Eleven inspection reports were 
rejected for anafysls in this sample for the reason that they wzlated 
some of the fundamental rules of inspections as shown in [Appendix 

- .  
31. 

Checklists were used to 1) help inspection team members focus on 
what to look for in a technical work product, and 2) provide categories 
for classifying defects. A generic checklist was provided in the 
training materials for each type of Inspection: R1. 10. 11. 12. rrl and 
m. Rojects may use the generic checklist or tallor this llst to match 
their own environment and development standards. However. we 
encouraged projects to maintain the 15 main categories for types of 
defects shown in the "Formal Inspection Detailed Report". [Appendix 
11. 

The metrlcs used to monitor and analyze inspections can be classified 
into three prime areas: staff time, types of defecrs and workproduct 
characteristics. The staff time expended was recorded by total hours 
durfng each stage of the LnspecUon process. Part way through our 
study we began collecting staff time by the role played in the 
inspection meeting (author. moderator. or inspector). The 
organizational areas. represented by these participants. were also 
recorded. 

Each defect was classiatd by sz'derity, checklist category. and "type". 
Tbc severity of defect was classifled either major. minor, or trlvfai. 



n M a l  defects in grammar and spelling were noted and corrected. but 
not included in this data analysis nor on the "Formal Inspection 
Detafted Report" [Appendix 11. 

The "type" of defect (mission. wrong, or extra) was recorded on the 
forms, but not in the database. This information is not as 
institutionally critical. however. the authors And it to be a useful gulde 
during the m r k  stage of the process. 

The workproduct characteristics included size [by pages of lines of 
code). phase and type of product (requfrements, test plan. etc.). and 
project Since inspections were usually introduced relatively early in 
the developmental Mecycle. when most products were technical 
documents, the preferred size reporting metric was in w. A 
typical page of JPL documentation is single spaced. 38 lines per page 
in 10 point font size. A page containing a diagram was counted equal 
to a page of test. The authors felt that number of pages was a more 
accurate measure of material undergoing inspection than "estimated 
lines of code" for technical documents, since projects did not have a 
history of a detailed accounting of the second metrics during the early 
lifecycle phases. Due to most of the data being reported in w. 
different relationships are found than in previous studies. it should be 
noted that "pages" is more of a oriented statistic than it is a 
woduct oriented measure. One of the key metrlcs that was used in 

this analysis i s  "density of defects per pagen. This metrlc was used to 
compare inspections of Uerent types and their related factors. 

Results showed a higher density of defects in earlier lifecycle products 
than in later ones. An analysis of variance was performed on data 
collected from the different types of inspections in the sample (Rl. 
10. 11, 12. ITl. and lT2). Figure 2 shows the average number of 
defects found per page for each of the inspection types. The analysis 
of variance test s h d  that at Alpha = 0.05. the defect density at the 
software requirements inspection (R1) is signincan@ htgher than that 



of source code inspectlon (12). and also the defect density at test plan 
inspection (nl) is significantly higher than that at test procedures 
and function inspection (Tn). It was also observed that the defect 
densities found during inspections decreased exponentially as the 
development work products approach the coding phase [Figure 3). 

The staff hours needed to & defects wcre not found to be significantly 
different across the different phases of the lffecycle [Figure 41. It 
should be noted that the defects found and fixed during these 
inspections originated during the lifecycle phase in which they were 
detected. Latent defects which were found in high level documents 
during inspections were recorded as "open issues" and submitted to 
the change control board. Since the researchers dld not know the 
timely outcome from the control board, these potentla1 defects are not 
tracked in this study. However. the average cost to fbc defects during 
the inspection process (close to their origin) was 0.5 hours. which is 
considerably less than the range of 5 to 17 hours to fIx defects duxing 
formal testing reported by a recent JPL project. 

Prevfously. inspection defect counts were found to decrease as the 
amount of code to be inspected increased_[Buck. 19811. Figure 5 
shows this trend to be sure for the total sample of inspections in this 
study with respect to defect density per page. 

The average inspecUon team composition and size for this sample are 
shown in Figure 6 by type of inspection. For development inspection 
types (Rl ,  10, 11. and 12) the trend is for larger teams for 
requirements and high level documents while smaller teams are 
needed for code. The inspection program at JPL tried to insure that 
teams were comprised of members from organlzattons having a vested 
interest in the work product. The rationale for this was to keep 
insptctlons fiom being.biased toward an organization's internal view of 
the product. 

Ffgure 7 shows the distribution of defects percentage by defect types 
and defect categories. 



CONCLUSIONS 

Experience has shown that formal inspection of software is a potent 
defect detection method: and thus. it enhances overall software quality 
by reducing rework during testing, as well as maintenance darts. 

The following items highlight the. results of JPL experience with 
formal inspecttons. 

1. A variety of different kinds of defects are found through 
inspections with Clartty. Logic, Completeness. Consistency, 
and Functionality being the most prevalent. 

2. Increasing the number of pages to be inspected at a single 
inspection decreases the number of defects found. 

3. Significantly more defects are found per page a t  the earlier 
phases of the software lifecycle. The highest defect density 
was observed durfng Requirements inspections. 

4. The cost in staff hours to flnd and fix defects was consistently 
low across all types of inspections. On average it took 1.1 

hours to find a defect and 0.5 hours to fix and check it (major 
and minor defects combined). 

5. W g e r  team sizes (6 to 9) for higher level inspections (R1 
and 10) are justified by data which showed an increased 
defect finding capability. 

JPL has adopted formal tnspections for many of its software intensive 
projects. The results are very encouragfng and show very significant 
improvements in software quality. 
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Table 1 : Types of inspections included in this analysis 

Inspection Inspection 
Abrevlation TYP 

Sample 
Size 

R1 Software Requirements Inspection 23 

10 Architectural Design Inspection 15 

I I Detailed Design Inspection 92 

12 Source Code Inspection 34 

IT1 Test Plan Inspection 16 

IT2 Test Procedures & Functions Inspection 23 

Total: 203 



Figure 1 : Overview of the Software Inspection Process 
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Figure 2: Defect Density Versus Inspection Types 

R1' 10 I1 12' 
Development Inspection Types 

IT1 ' IT2* 
Test lnspectlon Types 

At the alphas 0.05 level of significance AN0 VA F test showed 8 significant 
diHerence between the defect densities of R1 and 12, and between IT1 and 1T2. 



Figure 3. A developed predictive model for defect 
density as a function of inspection type 

f 
Model: y = 3.19e -0.61 X 

where X= 1, 2,3, or 4 
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Figure 4: Staff hours per defect. 

Developmsi-! t Inspection Types Test Inspection Types 

Resource hours lor lindiw include all l i n ~  expended during Planning, Overview, Preparation. and Meeting phases. Resource hours 
lor lixhg lnckrdo all lime expended durirtg Rework, Third Hour, and Folbw-up phases. Delecls include a l  major and minor deleds. 



Figure 5. Inspection page rate ver;.sus average defects 
found per page 
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Note: lnspection "meetings" are limited to 2 hours and moderators are 
recomrnendod to llmlt mhterial covered to 40 pages or less. 
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Figure 6: Team Composition and Size by Inspection Type 
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\, Figure 7: Distribution of defects by classification 

GllW!mh n= 203 inspections 
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"Other" includes those classlficationa wlth fewer than 20 total defects. 



JPL 
DETAILED INSPECTION REPORT 
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Appendix 3 
The 10 basic Rules of insr>ections: 

1. lnspections are carried out at a number of 
points inside designated phases of the 
software lifecycle. lnspections are not 
substitutes for major milestone reviews 

2. lnspections are carried out by peers 
representing the areas of the life cycle affected 
by the material being inspected (usually limited 
to 6 or less people). Everyone participating 
should have a vested interest in the work 
product. 

3. Management is not present during inspections. 
lnspections are not to be used as a tool to 
evaluate workers. 

4. lnspections are led by a trained moderator. 

5. Trained inspectors are assigned specific roles. 



Appendix 3 
The 10 basic Rules of lnspections: 

(Continued) 

6. Inspections are carried out in a prescribed 
series of steps (as shown in figure 1). 

7. Inspection meetings are limited to two hours. 

8. Checklists of questions are used to define the 
task and to stimulate defect finding. 

9. Material is covered during the Inspection 
meeting within an optimal page rate range 
which has been found to give maximum error 
finding ability. 

10. Statistics on the number of defects, the types 
of defects and the time expended by engineers 
on the inspections are kept. 
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\ JPL 
What are Software Inspections? 

oftware ln@ections are: 

Detailed Technical Reviews 

Performed on intermediate engineering products 

A highly structured and well defined process 

Carried out by a small group of peers from organizations having a 
vested interest in iijct work product 

Controlled and monitored through metrics and checklist 
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Types of Software Inspections Included in this Analysis 

SAMPLE SIZE 

R1 Software Requirements Inspection 23 

a 10 Architectural Design Inspection 15 

I1 Detailed Design Inspection 92 

12 Source Code Inspection 34 

TT1 Test.Plan Inspection 16 

IT2 Test Procedures & Functions Inspection 23 

TOTAL 203 



JPC 
JPL Tailoring 

of Existing Inspection .Techniques 

Participants and Team Composition 

Third Hour 

Training 

a Support Documentation 



JPL 
Software lnspection Data Summary1 

Ouldrllmr: Nonr 
(JPL AddJllo~) I 

r \ 

Averages per Inspection 

Participants: , 5.2 
Major Defects: 4.2 
Minor ~efects:' 13.0 
Pages Covered: 35.4 
Total Staff Time: 27.7 Hrs 
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1: All tlmes a n  averages from a sample of 203 JPL Inrpectlons. 
2: Guldellner were mt In 2/88 bamd on outrlde organlratlons' experience and a team of flve 

Inrpocton. 
3: A m.lrr I8 an error that would m u m  the ry8tam to tall durlnp operatlonr, or prevent the rystem 

from fulfllllng r ntqulrement. m a r e  all other defects whlch are non-trlvlal. In 
grammar and rpelllng were noted and corrected, but not Included In thlr data enalyrlr. 
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JPL 
Distribution of Defects By Classif ieation 

n= 203 inspections 

Ciarlty 

CorrectnesslLoglc 
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Performance 

Other' 

0% 5% 10% 15% 20°h 25% 30°r6 35% 

'Other includes those classifications with fewer than 20 total defects. 



lnspection Page Rate vs. Defect Density 

0 

Defects o 

Found 3-00 

. Major LI 

Pages per Inspection 

Note: Inspection "meetings' are limited to 2 hours and moderators 
aro recommended to limit material covered to 40 pages or less. 



JPL 
Defect Density vs. lnspection Type 

Development lnspectlon Types 

IT1 ' rr2' 

Test Inspection Types 

At the alpha=0.05 level of significance ANOVA F test showed a significant 
difference between the defect densities of R1 and 12, and between K1 and IT?. 



l2i 
is- 

~redictive Model for Defect Density vs. 
Inspection Type 

wlrere x= 7,2,3, or 4 
for R:, 10,11, or I2 respecflvely 

Development Inspection Types 



JPC 
Resource Hours per Defect 

- w -  TOTAL 
--FIND 

Development Inspection Types Test lnspection Types 

In contrast, recent JPL projects reported spending an average of 5 to 17 
staff hours to fjl( each defect during the m. 
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JPC Team Composition and Size by 
lnspection Type 

R1 10 I1 12 

Development Inspection Types 

I ~ ~ r l e r n  Eng 
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JPL 

Average I .oo 
 umber o,eo 

of Defects 
Found 0.60 
Per 
Page 0.40 

Team Size vs. Defect Density 

Inspection Team Size 

Note: I1 inspecdons are the most frequent for team sizes 3,4,5, & 6 
R1 Inspections are the most frequent for team slzes 7 a 8 



Code Inspections vs. Code Audits 

Avg. Number of Defects 
Found per Page 

hdalor Minor Sample Size 

Code Inspections 1 0.022 I 0.2% I " I  

Nola: 1. The work produd hfslory b r  cock lrupedlon #ample wa8: 41% new, 65% reused, and 4% modifbd. 
The work produd Nsmy lor cock wrdllr rrample was: 100% new. 

2. For rN typer of hy#abnr cgrbined the avsrrw number d ddecle kund per page w u  nudr hher  
lhan what was bund In axlo @pedbns (refsr lo dide 8 8). The weraw averages were; 
Major 0.1 19 and Mhor  - 0.377, lor a s a w  8hr at 203 hqmlbns. 

Code Audits O.ip07 
b 

0.1 11 1s 



JPC CONCLUSIONS 
A variety of different kinds of defects are found through 
inspections with Clarity, Logic, Completeness, Consistency, and 
Functionality being the most prevalent. 

Increasing the number of pages to be inspected at a single 
inspection decreases the number of defects found. 

Significantly more defects were found per page at the earlier 
phases of the softwi~re lifecycle. The highest defect density was 
observed during Requirements inspections. 

0 The cost in staff hours to find and fix defects was consistently 
low across all types of inspections. On average it took 1 .I hours 
to find a-defect and 0.5 hours to fix and check it (major & minor 
defects combined). 

0 Larger team sizes (6 to 8 engineers) for higher level 
inspections (R1 & 10) are justified by data which showed an 
increased defect finding capability. 

38; 
E 5 -  0 Code Inspections were superior in finding defects over Code 
'kt Audits (single reviewer) by a factor of 3. 
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